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1. Paulette Bonafonté exclaims that Elle Woods's neckerchief reminds her of  this occasion in
Legally Blonde 2. A ball at the Overlook Hotel celebrating this occasion is depicted in a mysterious
photograph at the end of The Shining. A desire to profit off  tourism during this holiday is why
Mayor Vaughan refuses to close the (*) beaches in Jaws. Per the title of  a Tom Cruise biopic, Vietnam
War veteran Ron Kovic was Born on, for 10 points, what holiday, the namesake of  a 1996 blockbuster in
which Jeff  Goldblum and Will Smith vanquish invadingaliens?
ANSWER: Fourth of  July [or July 4th or Independence Day] <Vopava>

2. Since being hired in 2017, this baseball team's manager has been ejected a league-high 20 times,
including when arguing a 2019 call over a pitch by the unfortunately-named reliever Aaron
Bummer. Following the 2019 season this team bolstered its rotation by signing Gio Gonzalez and
Dallas Keuchel (KIGH-kull), and re-signed all-star (*) Jose Abreu (hoh-ZAY uh-BRAY-oo). This favorite
team of  Barack Obama plays home games at GuaranteedRate Field and plays in "Crosstown Classic" road
games at Wrigley Field. The "Southsiders" is a nickname of, for 10 points, what team that shares a city with
the Cubs?
ANSWER: Chicago White Sox [prompt on Chicago or Sox] <Nelson>

3. Teens get intrusive, odd texts from a figure with this name in the upcoming horror movie
Getaway. A since-destroyed sculpture created by the Japanese special effects company Link Factory
is closely tied to this name. In 2018 several news outlets reported that viewers were seeing a figure
with this name in otherwise innocent (*) Peppa Pig videos on YouTube. Despite clearly being a hoax,
countless gullible parents in 2019 believed their kids were being roped into a dangerous online "challenge"
posed by a creepy, large-mouthed figure with, for 10 points, what four-letter name?
ANSWER: Momo [accept Momo Challenge or Momo hoax] <Vopava>

4. Because his real name was already taken on MySpace, this musician adopted a stage name based
on a circle of  hell in Buddhism. The documentaryTrue Stories concerns this man, who used vocals
by Etta James on a song that describes a sensation that I "never, never, (*) never, never had." A hit by
this man repeats the claim "I didn't know I was lost"; on that song, Aloe Blacc also sings about performing
the title action "when it's all over." The 2019 album Tim was released a year after the suicide of, for 10
points, what Swedish DJ behind the songs "Levels" and "Wake Me Up"?
ANSWER: Avicii (uh-VEE-chee) [or Tim Bergling] <Nelson>

5. In his debut as this character in 2016, Augustin Legrand (aw-goo-STAN luh-GRAWND) watches
footage of  his predecessor, who was played by JonathanGoldsmith, shortly before he is seen
holding a pig wearing a fez. Frontline narrator Will Lyman presented anecdotes about this character
in TV commercials, such as claiming that his mother has a tattoo that reads (*) "son" and how "he
once had an awkward moment, just to see how it feels." "Stay thirsty, my friends" was the catchphrase of, for
10 points, what fascinating, gray-bearded man in ads for Dos Equis (dose ECK-eese) beer?
ANSWER: The Most Interesting Man in the World [prompt on answers like the man from the Dos
Equis commercials] <Vopava>
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6. In the 1930s, Carl Diem constructed a fake altar featuring these symbols on the island of  Delphi,
which was mistaken for a real artifact decades later. A 1996 video game titled for a "quest" for these
objects starred a blue character named Izzy. The city of  Antwerp names a flag that featured these
objects in (*) 1920. These things are seen in a regular modification of  NBC's station ID logo. Pierre de
Coubertin designed these objects to represent a group of  continents. Every country is represented by at least
one color of, for 10 points, what interlocking objects that represent the Olympics?
ANSWER: the Olympic rings [accept just rings after "Olympics"; prompt on Olympic flag or Olympic
logo or similar] <Nelson>

7. A 10th anniversary book detailing this long-running work's "Prehistory" shows mock crayon
drawings of  its author's mother using a tray of  cookiesto lure him onto a road. An iteration of  this
work introduced a word now used by paleontologists; that word, (*) "thagomizer" (THAG-oh-"miser"),
describes the spiked end of  a stegosaurus tail. Inone scene from this comic strip, a young boy at Midvale
School for the Gifted tries to push a door labeled PULL. Portly, dumb humans and anthropomorphic cows
often appear in, for 10 points, what off-beat single-panel comic strip by Gary Larson?
ANSWER: The Far Side <Vopava>

8. This woman's first film appearance was as one of the protagonists of Bad Rap, a 2016
documentary about struggling rappers. In a 2019 film, this actress starred as a writer who is
encouraged to not tell her grandmother about the latter's terminal cancer diagnosis. This star of
The Farewell had a scene-stealing role in a 2018 rom-com as a wildly-dressed friend of  (*)Rachel, an
eventual bride-to-be played by Constance Wu. Crazy Rich Asians co-starred, for 10 points, what actress and
comedienne, whose stage name was inspired by brand of  bottled water?
ANSWER: Awkwafina ("aqua"-FEE-nuh) [or Nora Lum] <Nelson>

9. On a TV show set in this country, parents searching for their missing children find a
time-bending wormhole under a power plant. In Homeland's fifth season, Carrie relocates to work
for a charity in this country, which is the home of a safecracker in the telepathic cluster on the show
Sense8. The sci-fi drama (*) Dark is from this country, whose residents make a group of  hotel proprietors
incredibly nervous in an episode of  the British comedyFawlty Towers. On The Simpsons, the foreign exchange
student Üter (OO-ter) is from, for 10 points, what European country?
ANSWER: Germany [accept Deutschland] [The Tykwer series is Babylon Berlin.] <Vopava>

10. One of  these specific objects titles a song thatrepeats the lyric "She ain't never coming back",
which was recorded by The Clash. The Tame Impala track "Elephant" describes an
image-conscious man who pulls the mirrors off  of  oneof  these objects. In "The Boys of  Summer,"
Don Henley bemoans seeing "a Deadhead (*) sticker on" one of  these things, which Sergeant O'Leary
hopes to get by "trading in his Chevy" in Billy Joel's "Movin' Out." Bruce Springsteen sings about "crushed
velvet seats" in a "Pink" model of, for 10 points, what iconic brand of  American luxury car?
ANSWER: Cadillac [accept "Brand New Cadillac" or "Pink Cadillac"; prompt on non-specific answers
like car or vehicle or automobile] <Vopava>
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11. One basketball player with this surname had his draft rights traded for Shareef  Abdur-Rahim
and was the first foreign player to win the NBA's Rookie of  the Year award. In 2019, injuries limited
that player with this surname to just three games with the Bucks, with whom he signed after he
was released by the (*) Spurs. The younger player with this surname, who is one of  the only siblings to be
traded for each other in NBA history, won a title with the Raptors in 2019 after spending a decade with the
Grizzlies. For 10 points, what surname is shared by the Spanish siblings Pau ("pow") and Marc?
ANSWER: Gasol (guh-SAHL) [accept Sáez or Pau Gasol Sáez or Marc Gasol Sáez] <Nelson>

12. In the film Holiday Inn, Marjorie Reynolds and Bing Crosby each used this technique during a
musical tribute to Abraham Lincoln. A TV executive taking this action in an attempt to be fired is
central to the 2000 Spike Lee film Bamboozled. For a film within a 2008 film, this technique is done
to unusual praise by (*) Kirk Lazarus, an Australian actor played by Robert Downey Jr. While it was also
the first film to feature audible speech, The Jazz Singer prominently featured Al Jolson using, for 10 points,
what racist makeup once often used by white actors?
ANSWER: blackface [accept answers describing the act of wearing blackface; prompt on less specific but
accurate answers like racism] <Nelson>

13. This song titles a 1970 album whose other singles include "The Love You Save." A melody from
a prior hit promoted by Diana Ross was reworked for this song. In a spoken bridge, a vocalist in
this song tells a girl to "sit down" and "I think I love you." The claim "All you gotta do is repeat
after me" is made in this song by a secondary vocalist named (*) Jermaine. The chorus of  this song,
which was often performed in a medley with "I Want You Back," describes its title phrase as "how easy love
can be." An 11-year-old sang lead on, for 10 points, what Jackson 5 song whose title lesson is "easy as
1-2-3"?
ANSWER: "ABC" <Nelson>

14. Bertrum Piedmont designed rides for an amusement park based on this character. A mobile
game subtitled "Nightmare Run" is named for this character, whose name originated as a typo
when using a 3D modeling program. This character was brought to life using a device made by
Henry Stein for the (*) animation house Joey Drew Studios, for whom this character was a mascot. Due to
the black, horn-shaped protrusions on his head, this figure has been likened to an "evil Mickey Mouse." For
10 points, name this title figure of  an episodic videogame titled for him "and the Ink Machine."
ANSWER: Bendy [accept Bendy and the Ink Machine] <Nelson>

15. An incredibly difficult maneuver with this name in the game of  contract bridge requires a player
to win all 13 tricks. This two-word term is the codename of  the villain's plan to irradiate the U.S.
gold held at Fort Knox in the movie Goldfinger. A trademarked entree with this name consists of
two (*) pancakes, eggs, bacon strips, and sausages and is sold at Denny's. In tennis, the French, U.S., and
Australian Opens along with Wimbledon are collectively known as, for 10 points, what two-word term that,
in baseball, describes a home run hit with bases loaded?
ANSWER: Grand Slam <Vopava>
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16. This YouTube channel initially declined to post a 2016 video created by a beanie-clad intern
that eventually became the first episode of  its long-runningseries It's Alive. Among this web
channel's regular contributors is Chris Morocco, who dons a blindfold for its (*) Reverse Engineering
series. Claire Saffitz tries--and often fails--to recreate fancy versions of  Kit Kats and other candieson this
web channel's most popular series, Gourmet Makes. A New York culinary magazine operates, for 10 points,
what YouTube channel named for a French phrase?
ANSWER: Bon Appétit [accept Bon Appétit Test Kitchen; prompt on B.A.] <Vopava>

17. After this franchise's first win, head coach John McKay controversially quipped, "Three or four
plane crashes and we're in the playoffs." Before he played for Washington, Doug Williams was this
team's starting quarterback. Due to the original color of  their uniforms and their (*)winless
inaugural season, this team was sometimes called the "creamsicles." Mike Alstott and Derrick Brooks won a
Super Bowl with this team, whose original logo depicted a man holding a dagger in his mouth. Warren Sapp
also played with, for 10 points, what NFL team, whose current stadium contains a pirate ship?
ANSWER: Tampa Bay Buccaneers [or Bucs; accept any underlined portion] <Andert>

18. In a doo-wop-style single featuring Ryan Tedder, this singer claims to have "a thick tongue /
Brimming with the words that go unsung." This woman played Mary Magdalene in the 2018 TV
production of Jesus Christ Superstar and composed the music and lyrics for the Broadway musical
(*) Waitress. This woman begs you to say "say what you want to say / and let the words fall out" in one hit,
and in another declines to create a work "'cause you asked for it." "Brave" is a song by, for 10 points, what
singer-songwriter who claimed she's "not gonna write you" a "Love Song"?
ANSWER: Sara (Beth) Bereilles (buh-RELL-iss) <Vopava>

19. On this show, Tanya uses a dinner date as a ruse to take a man to a closed restaurant, where
they meet Camille Bell and two other mothers. This show's second season introduces a boss played
by Ted Gunn, who throws a party where a philandering colleague tries to seduce Wendy, a closeted
lesbian and (*) psychologist played by Anna Torv. Characters on this show interview figures like Ed
Kemper, David Berkowitz, and Charles Manson. The FBI's Behavior Science Unit is central to, for 10
points, what Netflix series whose protagonists catalogue serial killers?
ANSWER: Mindhunter <Vopava>

20. This concept is seen in on-screen text while being demonstrated by a man hitting a creature
with the cover of  a toilet tank, and then again whena similar creature breaks into a broken-down
car. A ditz named Madison played by Zoey Deutch is introduced in a 2019 film partly titled for this
concept. This two-word method follows (*) "Cardio" as the second in a lengthy set of  survival rules
devised by Columbus, a guy played by Jesse Eisenberg. The practice of  shooting the head twice is knownas,
for 10 points, what phrase that provides the subtitle of  the sequel toZombieland?
ANSWER: double tap [accept Zombieland: Double Tap; prompt on descriptive answers like shooting
something twice before "shooting"] <Vopava>
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1. In recent years, numerous rappers have released music that openly discussed mental health issues. For 10
points each:
[10] This performer shied away from discussing mental health on early hits like "Day 'n' Nite," but became
outspoken after entering rehab for depression in 2016. His recovery was detailed in "Reborn," which he
recorded as a member of  Kids See Ghosts.
ANSWER: Kid Cudi (cuddy) [or Scott Ramon Seguro Mescudi]
[10] This man, who metaphorically claimed "y'all gon' make me lose my mind" in "Party Up (Up In Here),"
discussed his real battle with mental health issues in the song "Slippin'."
ANSWER: DMX [or Earl Simmons]
[10] In 2017, this rapper insisted "you don't gotta die, I want you to be alive" in his smash single
"1-800-273-8255."
ANSWER: Logic [or Sir Robert Bryson Hall II] <Nelson>

2. For 10 points each, answer the following about uses of  the phrase "Ya Burnt" on television:
[10] The phrase may have originated as an odd catch-phrase of  Jenna Maroney, a character on this series
starring Tina Fey. It is named for a common name for NBC's studios.
ANSWER: 30 Rock
[10] This host of  NBC'sLate Night features a regular segment called "Ya Burnt," in which he burns various
things including Marie Kondo and high school math.
ANSWER: Seth (Adam) Meyers
[10] This FXX dramedy about a depressed record executive, a veteran with PTSD, and their jerk-ish British
friend played by Chris Geere, once directed the phrase at Charles Dickens. This show aired its fifth and final
season in 2019.
ANSWER: You're the Worst <Nelson>

3. While in college, this player became notorious for sliding into the DM's of  opposing players' girlfriends
before games. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this outspoken defensive back who played collegiately at Florida State. He was traded to the
Rams in 2019 for a haul including multiple first round picks.
ANSWER: Jalen (Lattrel) Ramsey
[10] In a 2018 interview, Ramsey rated numerous quarterbacks, including this current teammate with the
Rams, whom he called "average to above average."
ANSWER: Jared (Thomas) Goff
[10] This Florida team, who signed Nick Foles and drafted Gardner Minshew II to solve their quarterback
issues in 2019, drafted Jalen Ramsey in 2016. Blake Bortles also quarterbacked for this team.
ANSWER: Jacksonville Jaguars [or Jags; accept any underlined portion] <Andert>
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4. A 2019 New York Times op-ed that expanded on this claim stated that the subjects of  this claim are"closer
to theme parks." For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this opinion that Martin Scorsese has toward films like Ant-Man.
ANSWER: (the notion that) Marvel movies are not cinema [accept equivalents that indicate that the MCU
(or Marvel movies or superhero movies) are not legitimate films or not true films; prompt on answers
like Marvel movies are bad or that he does not like Marvel movies]
[10] Scorsese's opinion echoes this director's 2018 claim that the MCU is just "hyper-gonadal males"
spending two hours "wrecking cities," which is an interesting claim from the guy who directed Avatar and
multiple Terminator films.
ANSWER: James (Francis) Cameron
[10] Scorsese's hot take was rebuked by this director of  multiple MCU films. Unsavory tweets dredged up in
2018 got this man fired from the franchise, though Disney later rehired him.
ANSWER: James Gunn [or James Francis Gunn, Jr.] <Vopava>

5. Following a 2017 lawsuit filed by Truth in Advertising, this company was barred from making
unsubstantiated claims about their products, including its $27 bottle of  "Psychic Vampire Repellent." For10
points each:
[10] Name this dubious lifestyle and health brand, whose slogan is "Nourish the Inner Aspect." Its founder
claimed she chose its name after reading that all good company names contain consecutive 'O's.
ANSWER: Goop
[10] This actress, who played Sylvia Plath in the film Sylvia and has a daughter named Apple, is the founder
and primary face of  Goop.
ANSWER: Gwyneth (Kate) Paltrow
[10] For about $100 a month, Goop offers home delivery of  raw milk from this animal. An obnoxious TV
ad features one of  these animals in an office discussinghow it's currently Wednesday.
ANSWER: camel [accept camel milk] <Nelson>

6. During its two-decade run, this network developed a reputation as a strong platform for
African-American sitcoms, including One on One and Moesha (moh-EE-shuh). For 10 points each:
[10] Name this broadcast TV network that merged with the WB in 2006 to form the CW.
ANSWER: UPN [or United Paramount Network]
[10] Among the UPN shows that rode out the 2006 merger was this series starring Kristen Bell as a
teenaged private eye. Hulu revived it for a fourth season in 2019.
ANSWER: Veronica Mars
[10] This acclaimed UPN series was based on the teen years of  a noted black comedian and actor, who also
narrated the show. This show's title parodied that of  a long-running CBS sitcom that aired around the same
time.
ANSWER: Everybody Hates Chris <Vopava>
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7. For 10 points each, answer the following about albums considered some of  the worst in rock history:
[10] The critically-panned third self-titled album by this band fronted by David Lee Roth and a guitarist
named Eddie was a far cry from their early successes, which included "Hot for Teacher."
ANSWER: Van Halen
[10] Though this southern rock group had many previous successes with songs like "Bad Moon Rising" and
"Fortunate Son," their 1972 album Mardi Gras was derided by Jon Landau as "the worst album I have ever
heard from a major rock band."
ANSWER: Creedence Clearwater Revival [accept CCR]
[10] Philosophy of  the Worldis a notoriously awful 1969 album by this band comprised of  the Wiggin sisters,
whose father made them record an album despite having no musical training.
ANSWER: The Shaggs <Golden>

8. A record-breaking run by Wilson Kipsang at the 2013 Berlin Marathon is the only time this man has lost
a marathon in which he entered. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Kenyan runner, who has since retaken the world record in the men's marathon. He won a
record fourth London Marathon in 2019.
ANSWER: Eliud Kipchoge (kip-CHOH-gee)
[10] In October 2019, Kipchoge became the first person to run a marathon in less than this much-discussed
amount of  time. Despite being done under controlledconditions, the feat was still widely applauded.
ANSWER: 2 hours [or 120 minutes]
[10] Kipchoge's coach, Patrick Sang, was an Olympic medalist in this other track event, in which runners all
jump over the same wide hurdle. It was inspired by an equestrian event of  the same name.
ANSWER: steeplechase <Nelson>

9. This game's tutorial is set in a narrow corridor whose auxiliary rules are "WALL IS STOP" and "ROCK
IS PUSH." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2019 indie puzzle game in which players physically push and manipulate on-screen text,
causing rule and game mechanic changes that help the player reach each level's goal.
ANSWER: Baba Is You
[10] In most Baba Is You levels, the on-screen text starts off  indicating that this thing "IS WIN." Locating this
thing is also the win condition of  the board gameStratego.
ANSWER: flag
[10] The developer of Baba Is You is based in this country, whose studio Rovio created Angry Birds.
ANSWER: Finland <Vopava>
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10. For 10 points each, answer the following about the early history of  post-credits scenes in movies:
[10] Among the first series to frequently use post-credit scenes was the one featuring this group of
characters created by Jim Henson. Their first movie, released in 1979, featured the song "Rainbow
Connection."
ANSWER: muppets [accept The Muppet Movie; prompt on Kermit or other specific characters]
[10] This 1986 comedy also helped popularize post-credits scenes by including a sequence where the title
slacker and student tells moviegoers to go home.
ANSWER: Ferris Bueller's Day Off [do not accept or prompt on partial answers]
[10] The very first post-credits scene may be the one after The Silencers, a 1966 action film starring this actor
and singer, who spent ten years in a duo with Jerry Lewis.
ANSWER: Dean Martin [or Dino Paul Crocetti] <Nelson>

11. Backlash over a joke that this woman made regarding Prince George prompted her to issue an apology
on Instagram in August 2019. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this co-host of Good Morning America whose joke about Prince George's love of  ballet incurred
criticism from many in the Broadway world.
ANSWER: Lara Spencer [or Lara Christine Von Seelen]
[10] Prior to being a co-presenter of Good Morning America, Spencer was a host of  this non-fiction series,
whose recently-replaced logo features an opened trunk.
ANSWER: Antiques Roadshow
[10] Spencer hosted the 2013 Miss America pageant alongside Chris Harrison, the host of  this ABC reality
series whose title figure gives roses to women whom he may or may not end up marrying.
ANSWER: The Bachelor [accept answers containing Bachelor, such as Bachelor in Paradise or Bachelor
Live; do not accept or prompt on The Bachelorette] <Vopava>

12. This syllable is repeated sixty-one times across the title and lyrics of  a song in which vocalistLaura Les
claims "I'm not stronger than you." For 10 points each:
[10] An experimental pop duo known for combining and deconstructing dozens of  genres is named for
"100" of  what nonsense syllable?
ANSWER: gecs [accept 100 gecs]
[10] Another 100 Gecs song is named for a "machine" that produces this thing, which titles a song by Cardi
B in which she describes it as "All I wanna see."
ANSWER: money [accept "Money Machine"]
[10] Another song by 100 Gecs is titled for a cloud with 800 of  these units of  sound intensity. An actual
cloud as loud as 800 of  these units would be dozensof  times louder than a jet plane during takeoff.
ANSWER: decibels [accept 800db Cloud] <Gupta>
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13. Characters who happen to share this name eventually meet through Tiny Cooper, a flamboyant football
player who is writing a musical about his own life. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this name shared by two characters, one of  whom is quiet and unassuming, while the other is
depressed, gay, and types entirely in lowercase letters.
ANSWER: Will Grayson [accept either; accept Will Grayson, Will Grayson]
[10] This author, who depicted Aza Holmes's search for a billionaire in his 2017 novel Turtles All the Way
Down, wrote half  of  the novelWill Grayson, Will Grayson.
ANSWER: John (Michael) Green
[10] David Levithan, the other author of Will Grayson, Will Grayson, wrote a 2011 novel that takes the form
of  one of  these written works. Another satirical oneof  these works was written by Ambrose Bierce.
ANSWER: dictionary [or dictionairies; accept The Lover's Dictionary or The Devil's Dictionary
<Nelson>

14. Baseball analysts have increasingly relied on the statistic "WAR," which compares a player to a
hypothetical average player at the same position, as a baseline assessment for player quality. For 10 points
each:
[10] What phrase does WAR stand for?
ANSWER: wins above replacement
[10] While different sources calculate wins above replacement differently, MLB's 2019 leaders in the stat
were generally either the Angels' Mike Trout or Cody Bellinger, an outfielder for this NL team based in the
same metro area as the Angels.
ANSWER: Los Angeles Dodgers [prompt on Los Angeles or L.A.]
[10] Two of  the most common types of  WAR, bWAR andfWAR, are compiled by two major statistical
websites. Name either of  those sites.
ANSWER: Baseball Reference or Fangraphs [accept either; accept baseball-reference.com or
fangraphs.com] <Nelson>

15. In 2012 this organization merged with the American Federation of  Television and Radio Artists. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this union that represented Hollywood actors. It is still the namesake of  an award show whose
statuette depicts a man holding comedy and tragedy masks.
ANSWER: Screen Actors Guild or SAG [accept SAG-AFTRA]
[10] Somewhat uniquely, the SAG Awards does not offer a "Best Picture" award; this other, somewhat
similar award is given in its place.
ANSWER: Outstanding Performance by a Cast
[10] Beginning in 2007, the SAG Awards also began honoring groups of  these frequently under-appreciated
people. Zoë Bell, one of  the stars ofDeath Proof, rose to fame in this profession.
ANSWER: stunt ensembles [accept stuntpeople or stuntmen or stuntwomen or stunt performers or
stunt doubles or similar] <Nelson>
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16. At the end of  this song, the singer claims "Nothing lives here anymore / Except the memories of" the
title person. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this country song whose title woman had a "daddy worked all night" in Van Lear. This song titles
a 1980 biopic about its singer, Loretta Lynn.
ANSWER: "Coal Miner's Daughter"
[10] The soundtrack to Coal Miner's Daughter contains a cover of  a Patsy Cline hit with this title. Cee-Lo
Green sings "I remember when I lost my mind" in a Gnarls Barkley song with this title.
ANSWER: "Crazy"
[10] In a 2010 tribute to Loretta Lynn, "Coal Miner's Daughter" was sung by Sheryl Crow and this ex-wife
of  Blake Shelton, whose songs include "Gunpowder andLead" and "Heart Like Mine."
ANSWER: Miranda (Leigh) Lambert <Golden>

17. The 1960s anime Sally the Witch is considered the progenitor of  this genre. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this genre of  anime in which a young supernaturalwoman lives as a normal human with a cute
animal sidekick but regularly undergoes a colorful transformation when she has to manifest her true form.
ANSWER: magical girl [accept magic girl or mahō shōjo]
[10] For many, the ultimate "magical girl" anime is this 1990s series whose various female fighters are named
after bodies in the Solar System.
ANSWER: Sailor Moon [accept any answer under the title Sailor Moon]
[10] Magical girl tropes heavily inspired the Crystal Gems in this recently canceled animated series created by
Rebecca Sugar.
ANSWER: Steven Universe <Vopava>

18. According to a namesake song, "a step to the right" and "bring your knees in tight" form two of  the
steps in this dance. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this dance, in which "the pelvic thrust really drives you insane."
ANSWER: The Time Warp
[10] "The Time Warp" appears in this cult film, in which Dr. Frank-N-Furter hosts the Annual
Transylvanian Convention.
ANSWER: The Rocky Horror Picture Show [prompt on Rocky Horror]
[10] The Rocky Horror Picture Show's narrator uses a pull-down chart to illustrate two specific actions, the first
and third in the choreography for the Time Warp. Name both actions.
ANSWER: a jump to the left and putting your hands on your hips [accept descriptive answers as long as
jumping left, as well as hands on hips are given; prompt on less specific answers like just jumping]
<Rao-Pothuraju>
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19. On live TV, this broadcaster has eaten a cupcake with a burning candle, taken his shirt off, and broken a
glockenspiel. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this former basketball player who won a championship with the Portland Trailblazers in 1977
and was a three-time College Player of  the Year. His son is the coach of  the Sacramento Kings.
ANSWER: Bill Walton [or William Theodore Walton III; prompt on Walton]
[10] Walton spent his college career at this California school, which won 88 consecutive games and seven
straight national titles in the 1970s.
ANSWER: UCLA [accept University of  California--LosAngeles]
[10] At UCLA, Walton was coached by John Wooden, a legendary coach who was known as the "Wizard of"
this neighborhood of  Los Angeles, where UCLA is located.
ANSWER: Westwood [accept Wizard of Westwood] <Andert>

20. An interaction with Caitlyn Jenner on this website costs $2,500, though a similar service featuring Chris
Hansen, the host of Dateline: To Catch a Predator, can be had for just $60. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this website, on which users can order personalized video shoutouts from a wide variety of
celebrities.
ANSWER: Cameo [accept Cameo.com or BookCameo]
[10] Among the other more expensive celebrities to hire for a video on Cameo is Jordan Belfort, a
motivational speaker and former financier whose life was the inspiration for this 2013 drama film.
ANSWER: The Wolf  of  Wall Street
[10] According to his profile on Cameo, this boxer from the Philippines takes an average of  one week to
record his videos, despite his $1,000 asking price.
ANSWER: Manny Pacquiao (PACK-ee-ow) [or Emmanuel Dapidran Pacquiao] <Nelson>


